Aanderaa SeaGuard IW goes deeper

THE SEAGUARD INTERMEDIATE WATER PRODUCT-LINE PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED TO 2000M IS NOW RATED DOWN TO 3000M

By converting from Osnil to titanium pressure cases, there are several advantages in addition to the extended range:

- Increased resistance to corrosion
- Reduction in the total weight of the instrument by 3.2 kg.
- Lower repair cost with repairable titanium cases vs. replaceable Osnil

Improvements are done, and the price of the IW product line stays the same.

All Seaguard IW orders from today will be delivered specified to 3000m at no extra cost.

For further information please contact our Product Manager, Emilie Dorgeville, emilie.dorgeville@xyleminc.com or by phone +47 55 60 48 00.